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politicians who encourages public demonstrations. She is, however, very capable of it, particularly when her own rights are being trampled upon. Indeed, she has

been at the vanguard of the democratic movement for decades, with a constant series of “women’s rights”-related protests that were well organized and
disciplined. What can one say to her when she is not satisfied with one’s speech, when one’s views are deemed to be too liberal, when one’s thought and ideas are

debatable, and when one’s person is not seen as being blessed by God? After all, we are the center of her universe! By the way, in France, there is currently a
movement going on between the feminist ladies of this land and the feminists of America. The two groups are usually fighting against each other, but there is a

large overlap: the American women are also upset about their “right” to work outside their homes. Charmaine has long since become a street-fighting regular, the
first person to take the streets when women are deprived of their fundamental rights. She takes pride in the fact that she has seen how women have suffered,
fought and succeeded at least partially during her life, thanks to her efforts and those of others like her. Charmaine has always prided herself in being able to

defend her views, her opinions, and her person in the media. She gives no ground. This time, however, her pronouncements have become a bit too much for the
press to bear. Then again, she can forget it: she is a woman who could well have been an actress before she became a politician, just like Simone Signoret. She was

already talked about in fashion magazines for her beautiful face (“Charmaine,” a “Dior,” a “Miss…”). Charmaine has lived with me for 13 years, and at our dinner
table where there are always serious
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